executive brief

Delivering More Value From Data
How the cloud and Artificial Intelligence (AI) are helping organizations modernize their analytics
capabilities, at scale
Data is the foundation of digital business transformation.
Ingested and analyzed, data delivers value, enabling better
business outcomes through workforce empowerment,
customer engagement, operational optimization and product
innovation.
However, although many organizations aspire to become digital
businesses fueled by data-driven insights, many fall short.
Common challenges include the inability to get projects off the
ground or a struggle to deliver consistent value at scale.
Successful data analytics initiatives focus on rapid initial
value, followed by a cadence of visible business value across
the entire organization. To achieve this, organizations should
consider three steps that lay the foundation for actionable
business intelligence:
1. Discovery: Find where data-driven intelligence will
improve quality or efficiency.
2. Enablement: Launch pilot programs that give teams
the intelligence they need to make more and better
decisions.
3. Automation: Use AI to make tasks repeatable,
building a culture of intelligence and freeing teams to
tackle new problems.

The cloud and AI play important roles in these
modernization efforts.
Many organizations are learning that cloud-based
services with integrated AI capabilities can help them
gain transformative value from their data. Hosting
data and analytics in the cloud removes the burden
of maintaining hardware and software infrastructure,
enabling organizations to launch and scale data analytics
initiatives quickly.

Intelligent data in action
Understanding how to align cloud and AI tools to most
effectively drive intelligent data is critical to sustainable
success. Key in this endeavor is knowledge of the human
dimension: how people use the tools and what they do
with the results.
As analytics projects become established, many organizations are empowering business managers with self-service
data science. With the help of easy-to-use tools, managers
are able to interrogate data to create new intelligence,
insight and value.
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Here’s how two organizations have achieved both rapid and
ongoing value.

traffic while repairs are made, saving millions of
dollars by avoiding delays.

Integrated data systems:
Steward Health Care

Bottom line

To gain a full picture of patient care, floor nurses at
Steward Health Care traditionally had to query multiple
systems and piece together the resulting information, a
time-consuming task that eroded staff productivity. By
unifying the multiple systems into a single data repository and
adding sophisticated reporting capabilities, the nurses gained
the ability to see the entire patient journey in a single
system, enabling them to ask more informed questions and
make better decisions.
Building on this initial success, Steward Health Care expanded
the system with 150 AI algorithms to serve a variety of
departments, including physical therapy, pharmacy, labs and
surgery. With the ability to predict patient volumes and lengths
of stay with 98% accuracy, Steward Health Care increased
operational efficiency, leading to a reduction by 1.5 days in
the average patient stay — a savings of $1 million per month
per hospital — without compromising the high level of patient
care. Steward Health Care has since built a data warehouse
system to provide support for inpatient and outpatient care,
clinical staff and its entire supply chain.

Through the process of discovery, enablement and automation, organizations gain value from data arising from
multiple sources. Linking that data together in a single
cloud-based environment allows users to ask questions
based on their knowledge of the business, delivering
decision support to greatly improve productivity. Through
the power of AI, organizations become less reactive and
more proactive in identifying new opportunities and
addressing potential problems before they escalate.
The result: a highly competitive digital business built on
a data-driven culture.

Intelligent drone inspections:
BNSF Railway Company
In the railroad industry, track maintenance is essential — but
fraught with challenges. For BNSF Railway Company, the need
for accurate, periodic inspection spanned 32,000 miles of track.
Formerly, the process relied on human inspectors who had to
manually examine tracks within the typical two-hour window
between trains, making safety a major concern. Productivity was
also a challenge, as inspectors might need to commit four hours
of their time for travel to perform what amounted to five
minutes of inspection.
An airborne, intelligent drone proved to be an effective
solution. Equipped with an AI-enabled camera, the drone flies
along the railway, collecting high-resolution images of track
features. It sends those images to a cloud data platform, which
correlates the images with public and private data, as well as
Internet of Things (IoT) edge data, applying AI-based
algorithms that inform human inspectors where attention
is needed.
In addition to making the inspection process more efficient,
the system fine-tunes maintenance crew activity so that it's
no longer necessary to shut down tracks and reroute rail
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